NVIDIA is a global leader in AI development and provides a wide range of solutions and tools for AI developers, with diverse product applications ranging from uses with drones, to smart factories, self-driving cars, as well as the healthcare industry. In order to provide a complete range of medical AI solutions, Onyx Healthcare has joined the NVIDIA Partner Network as a hardware manufacturing partner for their medical AI ecosystem solutions.

NVIDIA and Onyx Healthcare are dedicated to working together with medical customers to speed up the implementation of AI technology to make significant contributions to improving healthcare for people everywhere.

Onyx Offering

- 32/22" 1440p 24" 1920p FHD LCD
- Capactive Multi-Touch Screen
- JETSON Orin NX 8GB
- 70 TOP (INT8)
- 10-20W 400mm x 700mm
- NVIDIA RTX A2000, 140W
- NVIDIA RTX A4000, 160W
- NVIDIA RTX A6000
- NVIDIA RTX A5000
- NVIDIA RTX A4500
- M.2 2280 Slot with PCIe[x4] slot
- 22" FHD LCD
- Capacitive Multi-Touch Screen
- Dual Graphics Card Support

WWW.ONXY-HEALTHCARE.COM